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If a Lie algebra g can be generated by M of its elements E,, . . . . E,,,, and 
if any other Lie algebra generated by A4 other elements F,, . . . . F, is a 
homomorphic image of g under the map Ei + I;,, we say that it is thefiee 
Lit algebra on M generators. The free nilpotent Lie algebra g,,, on A4 
generators of rank I is the quotient of the free Lie algebra by the ideal g” ’ 
generated as follows: g’ = g, and gk = [ gk ‘, g J. Let N denote dimension 
of g,M,,. Free Lie algebras are those which have as few relations as possible: 
only those which are a consequence of the anti-commutativity of the 
bracket and of the the Jacobi identity. Free nilpotent Lie algebras add the 
relations that any iterated Lie bracket of more than Y elements vanishes. 
For further details, see [lS] or [13]. 
In this paper we are interested in explicit computations of the Lie 
algebras g,.,. It is well known [19] that that there is a representation of 
g,W,, on upper triangular N by N matrices. The problem is that many 
computations are difficult using this representation. In this paper we 
present an algorithm that yields vector fields E,, . . . . E,w defined in RN with 
the property that they generate a Lie algebra isomorphic to g,,,. See [6] 
for another approach to this problem. 
In Section 3, we restrict to two generators and give three consequences 
of this algorithm. First, the form of the vector fields is such that flows of 
the control system 2(t) = (E, + u(t) E,)(x( t)) may be computed explicitly in 
closed form. Second, the coefficients of the Baker--Campbell-Hausdorff 
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formula may easily be computed. Third, the Poincan-Birkhoff -Witt 
theorem, for the special case of a free, nilpotent Lie algebra, is a simple 
consequence of the algorithm. We conclude this introduction with a brief 
description of how nilpotent models arise in control theory and partial 
differntial equations. 
Nilpotcnt Lie algebras have been used in control theory beginning with 
the work of Krener [ 141, and continuing with the work of Hermes [9, 10 J, 
Crouch [2, 33, Bressan [I], and Hermes, Lundell and Sullivan [ 11 J. 
Consider a control system evolving in R”, 
i(t)= F,(x(t)) + u(t) FAx(t)I, x(O)=OER”, 
where 1;, and F, arc two vector fields defined in a neighborhood of the 
origin of R” and t + u(t) is a control. Suppose for a moment that at 
the origin all Lie brackets formed from r or fewer E’s agree with the 
corresponding Lie bracket formed from the Fs and that the Es generate 
a nilpotent Lie algebra of step r. Then there exists a diffeomorphism 
such that the trajectory t +x(t) of the control system defined by the F’s 
is close for small time to the trajectory t + v(t) of the corresponding 
control system defined by the 6s in the sense that the estimate 
]E.(y(t)) -x(t)] <constant t’ 
holds for small t. If the E’s satisfy some mild technical conditions (they 
have polynomial coefficients and are homogeneous of weight l), then it is 
easy to see that the trajcctorics of the E system may be explicitly computed 
by quadrature involving the controls U. While in general it is not possible 
to find vector fields E, and & with prescribed Lie brackets at the origin, 
control systems whose defining vector fields generate a free, nilpotent Lie 
algebra form an interesting class of explicitly computable examples. 
Beginning with the work of Hormander [I23 and continuing with the 
work of F‘olland and Stein [4], Rothschild and Stein [18], Rothschild 
[17], and Rockland [16], nilpotcnt Lie algebras have been used in 
analysis. See Helffcr and Nourrigat [S] for more information. Consider the 
hypocllipticity of a partial differential operator 
where the F, are smooth real valued vector fields defined in a neighborhood 
of the origin of RN. Rothschild and Stein Cl83 showed how to add new 
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variables in an appropriate fashion so that the vector fields F,, . . . . I;,,, are 
replaced by vector fields F,, . . . . F, defined in a larger space R,’ with the 
property that the latter vector fields are free (in an appropriate sense) at a 
given point. Finally the vector fields F,, . . . . F,+, are well approximated by 
the generators E,, . . . . lYV of a free, nilpotent Lie algebra R,~.,: for some I’. 
The hypoellipticity of the well understood operator 
can then be used to determine the hypocllipticity of the original operator. 
In this area also there are few explicit examples of free, nilpotent Lie 
algebras in high dimensions. 
In Section 2 we review some needed facts about graded Lie algebras. 
In Section 3 we give an algorithm for determining M generators with 
polynomial coefficients which generate the free, nilpotcnt Lie algebra on M 
generators of rank r, for all M 3 2 and r z 1. In Section 3. WC give the three 
applications of the algorihm mentioned above and an example. 
1. GRADED LIE ALWBRAS 
In this section WC review some facts about graded Lie algebras following 
Goodman [S]. We begin this section by making a number of definitions. 
Let V be a real vector space with a direct sum decomposition 
and let R bc the ring of real polynomial functions on V. Define a one 
parameter group of dilutions { 6, : t > 0) by 
where t’, E Vi. 
and put 
R,,= (ae R:u.i6,= Pa); 
these are the polynomials homogeneous of‘ weight m. 
Fix a basis e,, . . . . eN of V and let x,, . . . . x,v denote the dual basis of V*. 
Ifj‘= (.f;, . . . . J,\,) is a multi-index with non-negative entries, write 
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and f! = f, ! . . .flv !. We will also need the difference of the multi-index Sand 
the multi-index K = (g,, . . . . g,V) 
g-./=(g, -f,, ...9 g:v-fi). 
Note that the weight of xi is I in case pi E V, and the weight of x’ is 
Cif, weight(x,). Since R,, R, c R,, +,I, the decomposition 
is a grading of the algebra of polynomial functions R. 
Since R is generated by 1 and the linear functions x,, . . . . xy, any deriva- 
tion E of the ring R is defined by its action on V*. Therefore 
where h@ = E(x,). In other words the derivations of R are simply the vector 
fields on V with polynomial coefficients. We say that a derivation E is 
homogeneous of weight m in case 
E(a=6,)=t’“(E(u))c6,, forall f>OandaER. 
Given M derivations E,, . . . . E,v, we define the Lie algebra generuted by 
E,, . . . . E,+, to be the smallest real subspace of derivations of R which is 
closed under the formation of Lie brackets 
[E, F] = EF- FE; 
this is denoted 
g(E , > ...> E‘s,). 
Elements in the linear span of 
CC’,, > .. . . CL,, &,I ... 1, 
where I d ai< IV, are called commutators of length dk. Observe that, in 
g.M,r, if E is a commutator of length Sk and F is a commutator of length 
< 1, then [E, F] is a commutator of length <k + 1. Also, observe that if 
E , 9 . ..> E, arc homogeneous of weight 1 with respect to the grading 
v= If, @ ... 0 v,, 
then the Lie algebra they generate is nilpotent of step r and any non-zero 
commutator of length 1 is homogeneous of weight 1. This is because if F, 
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is a derivation homogeneous of weight k and F, is a derivation 
homogeneous of weight I, then [F,, F,] either vanishes or is homogeneous 
of weight k + 1. 
We turn now to free, nilpotent Lie algebras. In [7] Hall shows that the 
following is a basis for K,~,~. 
DEFINITION 1 .I. Each element of the Hall basis is a monomial in the 
generators and is defined recursively as follows. The generators E,, . . . . E, 
are elements of the basis and of length 1. If we have defined basis elements 
of lengths 1, . . . . r - 1, they are simply ordered so that E < F if length(E) < 
length(F). Also if length(E) = s and length(F) = t and r = s + t, then [E, F] 
is a basis element of length r if: 
1. E and F are basis elements and E > F, and 
2. if E= [G‘, H], then F3H. 
We now give a definition, due to Stein and Rothschild [ 183. Let 
E,, . . . . E,,, be derivations of a ring of polynomial functions. We say that 
E , , . . . . E,,, are f>ee zo step r at 0 in case 
dim span{commutators of length fr evaluated at 0} = dim K,~,~. 
Note that if derivations E,, . . . . E, are free to setp r and nilpotent of step 
r, then they generate the free, nilpotcnt Lie algebra g,,,. We are interested 
in the following problem. 
Problem. Given integers r, M> 1, find derivations E,, . . . . E,+, of a ring 
of polynomial functions R such that g(E,, . . . . E,,,,) is a free, nilpotent Lit 
algebra of step r. 
2. CONSTRUCTING THE GENERATORS 
Fix the number of generators M and the rank r B 1 of the free, nilpotent 
Lie algebra g,., and let N denote its dimension. We will use the grading 
g.&f.r= v, 0 .‘. 0 v,, 
where V, = the span of basis elements of length i. This induces a grading on 
the isomorphic vector space R”. 
Number the basis elements for the Lie algebra by the ordering from 
Definition 1.1, i.e., E, + , = C&v E,l, E,+,+z= C&v E,l, E,,+J= IIE3, &I, 
etc. Consider a basis clement E, as a bracket in the lower order basis 
elements, [E,,, Ek,], where j, > k,. If we repeat this process with Ej,, we 
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get E, = [[E,,, Ek2], Ekl], where k2 < k, by the Hall basis conditions. 
Continuing in this fashion, WC get 
where k, < j,, d M, and k ,+ , < k, for 1 < I< n - I. This expansion involves 
n brackets, and we write d(i) = n and define d( 1) = . . .d(M)=O. This 
process naturally associates a multi-index I(i) = (u,, . . . . a,,,) to each Hall 
basis element Ej defined by U, = # {t: k, =s). Note that I(i) = (0, . . . . 0) for 
1 d i d M. We say that Ei is a direct descendant of each E,, and we indicate 
this by writing j, < i. Note that < is a partial ordering. If j< i, then each 
entry in Z(i) is at least as large as the corresponding entry in Z(j). 
For every pair i and j with j< i, we define the monomial P,,, by 
_ 1 (d(r) 4j)) 
‘jyi= (I(i) - i(j))! 
x(I(l) J(i)) 
. 
By construction, every exponent in P,,, is non-negative. 
For example, if E, = [[[[[CC&, E, I, E,], E,], &I, EJ, EJ, ET], and 
if&= [[CL,, E,l, E,l, E,], then 
I(i)== (3: 1,0, 2,0,0, l,O, . . . . 0), 
2 
x2x4xl and P,,;=- 
2! . 
THEOREM 2.1. Fix r 3 1 and M >, 2 and let N denote the dimension of‘ the 
free, nilpotent Lie algebra on M generators of rank r. Then the derivations 
E, =$ 
I 
&=c+ C P2.j; 
2 jr2 J 
have the following properties: 
1. They are homogeneous of weight one with respwt to the gruding 
RN= I’,@ ... @V, 
introduced at the bqinning of the section; 
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2. The Hall basis elements E, they generate satiFfy E;(O) = ?lZxi; in 
other words, E, through E, are,free to step r at 0; 
3. The graded Lie algebru they generate is isomorphic to g!,,, 
We begin with the first assertion. Since a,‘dx, through Z/8x, arc 
homogeneous of weight 1, we see that P,,,(Z/Zx,) is homogeneous of weight 
1 for all 1 < 1 d M, .j> M. Therefore E, through E, are homogeneous of 
weight one, which is assertion 1. It follows that each Ei is homogeneous 
with weight equal to its length. As a consequence, Ei = 0 whenever i > X, 
for there are no derivations in R” with polynomial coefficients which are 
homogeneous of weight greater than r. In other words the Lie algebra 
generated by E, through E,, is nilpotent of step r. Combining this with 
assertion 2 immediately gives the third assertion. Therefore the proof 
is complete once we prove the second assertion. This will be done by 
induction and requires the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let A be any non-constant monomial in the variables 
X , $ . ..) x,~. Define the minimum order of A by m(A) = min{j: xj] A}. If A is 
a polynomial with no constant term, then define m(A) to be the maximum 
of the minimum orders of the monomials of A. 
LEMMA 2.3. If Ei = [E,, Ek], then 
where P,,,. sutisjiies k < m(P,,) < i, and Qi,d is a polynomial with no constant 
term satisfying m( Qi,d) < k. 
Proof: We proceed by induction. The lemma is true for the generators, 
for the polynomials Qi.d arc identically zero. Consider the parents of E,; we 
have 
E,=&+ c P,.~,$+~ Q,,,;, 
I C t J Jc / , f 
and 
by the inductive hypothesis. 
Now E, = [E,, E,] and so s < k by the basis condition. Therefore, we 
have the relations 
s<m(P,,,)< j and m(Q,.,-)<.s<k. 
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And trivially, 
m(Pk,,) <k and m(Qk.J,) <k. 
Examine the terms in the bracket of E, and E,: 
If A and B are any monomials with m(A) < k then for any I, A(d/dx,)B 
either vanishes or has minimum order less than k. This implies that the 
non-zero terms in the third, sixth, and seventh lines have minimum orders 
<k. If A is any monomial satisfying m(A) <k and if u 3 k, then (C/t?x,,)A 
either vanishes or has minimum order less than k. This implies that the 
non-zero terms in the Iirst, second, and fifth lines have minimum orders 
<k. The remaining terms are 
If m(P,,) = k, either i = e, in which case 
or e>i, and 
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If m(Pi,,)< k, then either (C~/~X,)P~.~ is zero, or it has minimum order 
less than k. If m(Pi,,)> k, then (Z/Zx,)P,,,=O. We conclude that 
where nr(Q,,) <k. This proves the lemma. 1 
Since P,, j(O) = 0, for all i< j, assertion 2 follows immediately from the 
lemma, finishing the proof of the theorem. 1 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we restrict to the case of two generators and apply 
Theorem 2.1 to derive some results in control theory and Lie algebras. At 
the end of the section we write down the generators for the Lie algebra 
g2,6. First, we show that the control system a(t)= (E, + u&)(x(t)) is 
explicitly integrable in closed form. We then show how the theorem can be 
used to compute the coefficients in the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula 
with respect o a Hall basis, and how it can be used to compute the univer- 
sal enveloping algebra of a free, Lie algebra. 
We begin with the control theory application. For more details about 
control systems of the type considered here, see, for example Krener [14]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E, and E, he vector ji:elds on RN which generate the 
free, nilpotent Lie algebra gz,r of dimension N. Then any trajectory of the 
control system 
s+(t) = E,(x(t)) + u(t) -&b(t)), x(O)=OsR", 
can be computed explicitly in terms oj’ quadratures of the control t --f u(t). 
Proof: We see immediately that x,(t) = t and x2(t) = sh u(z) dr. Con- 
sider the coefficient of d/&x, next. By homogeneity it must be a polynomial 
of weight 1 (in fact it is the monomial x1). But all polynomials of weight 
1 are already known as explicit functions involving quadratures of the con- 
trol t -+ u(t). Therefore x3(t) can be computed. It is in fact x,(t) = - it’. 
The theorem is easily proved by induction in this fashion as we now show. 
More precisely, since E, and E, are both homogeneous of weight 1, .tk(t) 
is a homogeneous polynomial function of weight strictly less than the 
weight of xk. But by induction, any such polynomial can be written as an 
explicit function of t and of quadratures of the control t + u(t). Integrating 
shows that the same can be said of x,(t), completing the induction and 
finishing the proof. 1 
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We turn now to the Baker---Campbell--Hausdorff formula. Let A denote 
the free, associative algebra in two variables E, and Ez, and let 2 denote 
the algebra of forma1 power series in the noncommuting variables E, and 
EZ. It turns out that there is an FEA such that exp E, exp E,=exp F and 
that F turns out to be a sum of Lie elements; that is, a sum of elements 
which are in the Lie algebra generated by E, and E,. The problem is to 
find a useful representation of F. This is a very basic problem and many 
such formulas exist. For example, F may be written as a sum of words in 
the algebra A; or F written as a sum of Lie elements in the algebra A; or 
F may be written as a sum of Lie basis elements. We consider the third 
possibility here. Newman and Thompson [lS] discuss several approaches 
that have been used to compute these expansions. 
Note that the assertion exp(E)(y’) = $ implies that y’ and y2 satisfy the 
boundary value problem 
Consider 
i.(t)= W(t)), x(O)= Y’, x(l)=y! 
exp(E2) ev(E, NO) = exp(E2My’) 
= YL, 
where y’ is the vector L.’ = (1, 0, ..,, 0) E R”, and y2 E R” is a point, which, 
by Theorem 3.1, is explicitly computable in closed form. On the other 
hand, the equation 
exp 2 aiEi (0)= y2 
(, ) i= I 
may be integrated in closed form, since Theorem 2.1 implies that i;(t) is 
equal to a function of only those xj which have weight less than or equal 
to the weight of xi. Therefore the a’s satisfy some linear equation in R”, 
which we write TX = y 2. Observe that T is lower triangular; hence, the 
equation Tr= y2 always has a solution. Since these formulas for the 
exponential of a vector field hold on all of R”, we could compute the 
coefficients ai by flowing from an arbitrary point instead of the origin. The 
answers are, of course, the same. We have shown: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let E, and E, be the generators of g,,, and let E,, . . . . E, 
be the Hall basis. Then 
1. There exist constants a,, . . . . aN such that 
exP(&)exP(E,)=exP (i, aiE,>; 
that is, log(exp E, exp E,) is a Lie element; 
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2. the r’s satisfy the linear equation TX = y, where T is a lower tri- 
angular matrix, and y E R” is a point which may be computed in closed.form. 
At the end of the section, WC give the first twenty-three coefficients. 
Finally we prove the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem in the special case 
that the Lie algebra is equal to g,,,. In this case the universal enveloping 
algebra is equal to the free associative algebra generated by E, and Ez, and 
a basis is given by the next theorem. For the rest of this section, we write 
D, = Z/&x,. 
THEOREM 3.3. The elements E,” . . . E,, E,, , where rj+ , >/ rj, form a basis 
fbr the free associative algebra generated by E, and Ez, 
Proof The theorem is an immediate consequence of the following 
two lemmas. The next lemma shows that these elements are linearly 
independent, while the following one shows that they span. The proof that 
the elements span is standard (see Jacobson [ 13]), and is outlined here 
only for completeness. 
LEMMA 3.4. We have 
E,“... E,,E,, = D,,8..- D,,D,, -I- c P,D’, 
1, cn 
where each P, is a polynomial with no constant term satisfying m(PI) -C ~1,. 
Proof. By induction on n. The case n = 1 is exactly Lemma 2.3. 
Consider the product E” = E,“-, . . . Ez2E,,, and write D” for the analogous 
products of the D’s. By hypothesis, the minimum orders of the coefficients 
of the non-constant terms are all less than cx,. By Lemma 2.3, E,” is of the 
form 
Exn= Dxn+ c R,,D,,, 
0 > z, 
for some R,‘s satisfying R,(O) = 0. Therefore, 
Since Q, 2 rn _, > 2, and H > s(,, we see that each of D,,,P, and D,P, either 
vanishes, or has minimum order less than X, . u 
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LEMMA 3.5. The non-increusing products of Hall basis elements, 
E,” . . . E,, E,, , where rj I , B xj, span the free associatioe algebra generated by 
E, and EZ. 
Proof Consider an arbitrary word in the generators, 
A = E:l &I.. , Eh,“Ey, 
where b, and a,, can be zero. In order to get A into non-increasing order, 
we must move all of the E,‘s to the left. Start with the leftmost E2 which 
is to the right of an E,, that is, A = E$Ef;ZE2 W. There is a non-increasing 
product to the left of the first element which we wish to move. By inter- 
changing the E, and E,, we obtain 
A= E$Ey’ ‘E2E, W- E;‘E’;l-‘E, W. 
If we define the badness of a word to be the number of transpositions 
necessary to put it into non-increasing order, then the badness of the Iirst 
word above is less than the badness of A, and the length of the second 
word less than the length of A. Note also that the sum of the weights of 
the Hall basis elements in each word is the same. If we continue to move 
the E, to the left, we will obtain 
Define the graded badness B of a linear combination of words to be a 
vector whose ith component Bi is equal to the sum of the badnesses of the 
words of length i. We give the collection of B’s the lexicographic ordering; 
a bad word of length 1 is worse than any word of any length ~1. Note that 
the graded badness of A has decreased, and that the total badness of the 
remaining terms is bounded by the cube of the length of A. In general, the 
graded badness will decrease, and the total badness will be bounded, hence 
the process will terminate. 1 
We have shown that the elements E,” . . . E,, span and are linearly 
independent, completing the proof of Theorem 3.3. 1 
In the next lemma we show just how natural the Hall basis is for 
problems of this type. The words in the different expressions for A 
naturally form a binary tree. At each non-leaf node, there are two 
branches: one where the length is the same and the badness decreases, one 
where the out-of-order pair is replaced by its bracket. While it might be 
bclievablc that the nodes of this tree can be written as linear combinations 
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of words in the Hall basis elements, a much stronger and more surprising 
thing is true. 
LEMMA 3.6. Ecery node in this tree is u word in the Hall basis elements. 
Prooj: By induction: for A is a word in E, and E,. The basis clement 
which gets moved at a given node has a history of swaps and/or brackets. 
Since it is moving and/or bracketing through a non-increasing sequence 
product of Hail basis elements, the last term it bracketed with had a lower 
order than the one it faces now. Therefore, their bracket is another Hall 
basis element. The possibilities now are: 
1. The out-of order elements can swap, 
2. They can both be replaced with their bracket, 
3. The moving element is now part of a non-increasing sequence, and 
some E2 further to the right begins to move, or, 
4. The word is in non-increasing order; it is a leaf node. 
Each case is consistent with the conclusion of the lemma. 1 
We conclude this section by giving an example of two vector fields 
defined in Rz3 which generate the free, nilpotent Lie algebra on two 
generators of rank 6. The basis elements are E,) E,, E, = [Ez, E,], E, = 
CE3, E,l, Es = CC: &I, E, = CL E,], E, = II&, &I. E, = CE,, 61, 
E,> = [E6, E,], E,, = CE,, &I, E,, = CE,, ~51, E,z = C&, &I, 
E,, = CE,: &I, E,, = CE,, &It E,, = [Em, &I, E,, = CE,,, &It 
E,, = [En, &A E,8 = II&, ~531: E,, = C&v E31, Em= C&,, E31, En = 
[E,, E3], E,, = [E,,, E,], and E,, = [E,, Ed]. The generators are E, = D, 
and 
Ez=D2-x,D3+;x;D4+x,x2D5-;x;D6 
-~xf~~D,-tx,~:D~+kx:D,+~x:~~D,~~ 
+ ;x;x;D,, + j,x,x;1&- &xfD,, 
- &x;xzD,, - $x;x;Dls- ;2xf.x;D16 
- &x,x’:D ,, - fx;x3 D,, -- x,x2x3 D,, + $;x3 Dzo 
+ ;x:x,x,D,, + ~.~,~:x~D,~-x,s~x,D,,. 
Using these vector fields, it is easy to compute that the Baker 
Campbell- Hausdorff coefficients x, , . . . . z23 in the expansion 
exp(E,)exp(E,)=exp 
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a, = 1, a*= 1, a3 = - ;, I r4=Ti, a.5 = 
I I 
x7=24, CQ=O, ag= -720, a IO = 
_ .I.. 
180’ 
-I -0 I 
I 
a12 - 720, a 13- 9 214= 1440, a 15= -a> 
a -0, x18= -&j? a19= -jh I7 - azo - - 0, 
a I 22= -7209 and -A- ‘23 - 240’ 
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